Presenter Al Lawless is Director of Flight Test Engineering for Grob Luft- und Raumfahrt. He comes to Germany after 20+ years as a Flight Test Engineer with the USAF, the National Test Pilot School, and Cessna Aircraft. An active member of the Society of Flight Test Engineers, Al will discuss the concept behind the plane, the timeline, a few tidbits on new flight test technology, and taking this new jet through its paces.

Grob surprised the aviation industry with this year’s Paris Airshow appearance of its first jet. Currently aimed at a niche market as the SUV of jets, this plane will surely go beyond replacing turboprops for running backwoods errands.

When: Friday, 25 November, 2005, 17:00h
Where: Airbus Technologie Zentrum
Neßpriel 5, Raum Hegel
Hamburg

Contact: Michael Enzinger <Michael.Enzinger@airbus.com>